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Innovative hybrid technology, combining the speed of SSDs with 
the capacity and economy of HDDs, is now bringing affordable high-

performance backup storage within reach for organizations of virtually any 
size, even those working within tightly-constrained budgets. No longer must 
IT pros play catch-up when it comes to backups and restores; cost-effective 

data protection has finally entered the fast lane.
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Introduction

Exponential data growth and long-term retention 
requirements are putting tremendous pressure on IT 
professionals, who are expected to accommodate huge, 
rapidly-expanding quantities of unstructured and structured 
data while simultaneously slashing their storage costs. 
Of course, simply adding more high-performance primary 
storage is very expensive—and highly inefficient. Not 
all data is equal, and IT managers are acutely aware that 
the cost effectiveness of any storage solution will 
directly correlate with how efficiently it 
matches data’s performance, capacity, and 
connectivity needs.

Thus savvy IT departments now employ a 
variety of innovative techniques and 
strategies [tiered storage, active 
archiving, Information Lifecycle 
Management (ILM), etc.] to ensure 
all of the data that remains on their costly 
primary storage solutions actually needs 
to be there. While these approaches help 
reduce the percentage of data located on 
primary storage, there nevertheless exists 
a staggering quantity of data that must 
be housed (whether on primary or secondary 
storage) . . . and it must be regularly backed up.

IT’S TIME FOR BACKUP TO STEP UP

Unfortunately, the constant pressure to reduce storage 
costs has led many IT departments to settle for the 
status quo when it comes to protecting their data. This 
typically entails utilizing high-capacity, lower-performance 
HDD arrays (significantly less costly than primary-grade 
solutions) to perform backup and restore functions. Note 
that in mixed protocol environments, where a SAN is 
employed for block storage and NAS for file storage (an 
increasingly common scenario), two separate and discrete 
backup solutions are required.

Combining modest performance with relatively labor-
intensive management, this backup approach 

has nevertheless proven quite 
effective...twenty-five years 

ago. Back in those simpler times, 
backups could chug away slowly in 

the middle of the night, there being 
little concern for constrained backup 

windows due to the lack of 24x7, around-
the-clock business operations (Internet? 

Globalization? Never heard of ‘em.). Restores 
could be achieved at a similarly leisurely 
pace without dramatically impacting an 
organization’s productivity. In short, 

speeding up backup performance was a 
relatively low priority.$
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Fast forward to the present, where many IT professionals 
are struggling to shrink backup windows and reduce 
their Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time 
Objective (RTO) targets, while concurrently coping with 
quantities of data that are an order of magnitude greater 
than those seen even a few short years ago. Simply 
put, backup performance (along with scalability and 
manageability) has failed to keep pace with the needs of 
today’s organizations, driving up IT costs and reducing 
efficiency while jeopardizing effective data protection....
That’s The Bad News.

THE GOOD NEWS 

is that innovative hybrid technology, combining the speed 
of SSDs with the capacity and economy of HDDs, is now 
bringing affordable high-performance backup storage 
within reach for organizations of virtually any size, even 
those working within tightly-constrained budgets. No 
longer must IT pros play catch-up when it comes to 
backups and restores; cost-effective data protection has 
finally entered the fast lane.
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ALL HYBRID STORAGE IS NOT CREATED EQUAL

SSD is currently the marquee star in the storage world, 
dazzling the marketplace with its astonishingly high 
performance (and equally gulp-inducing prices). While 
there are some heavy-duty enterprise applications (e.g., 
a large number of users simultaneously accessing 
vast quantities of mission-critical data) that can justify 
investment in SSD’s capabilities, for the majority of storage 
environments the cost/benefit profile of SSD solutions just 
doesn’t make economic sense.

But thanks to the growing sophistication of hybrid 
technology, organizations can now leverage the speed of 
SSD for backup applications that would never merit the 
daunting cost of an all-SSD solution...or even the premium 
prices commanded by some primary HDD storage 
systems (see Figure 1).

Of course this sounds too good to be true, but in reality it’s 
made possible by a thorough understanding of how SSD 
is used to handle data, and how cleverly DRAM, SSD and 
HDD are integrated.

All hybrid storage solutions utilize a flash-based storage 
controller that provides intelligent storage management, 
enabling SSDs to provide fast performance for more 
active data, and back-end HDDs to house the far greater 
quantity of less frequently-accessed data. As long as 
there is enough flash memory available to accommodate 
the system’s active data, the performance delivered by 
a hybrid solution can be very close to that of an all-SSD 
solution.

As noted above, how a hybrid storage solution integrates 
DRAM, SSD and HDD plays a critical role in determining 
its performance, efficiency and data protection. One of 
the most important factors to consider when evaluating 
a hybrid solution for backup and restore duties is what 
method it employs to dynamically manage data between 
SSD and HDD: caching or tiering?
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WHY CACHING ENABLES FASTER, SAFER 
BACKUPS

The path for caching data is short, and data is inherently 
protected; read caching uses predictive algorithms to 
proactively copy data from HDD to SSD in order to enable 
faster I/O. When an application looks for data and the data 
is stored in the cache, it receives a cache hit and begins an 
accelerated read operation. All data continues to be stored 
in the underlying HDD RAID storage, with copies of the 
most active data retained in the cache.

By contrast, the path for tiering data is longer and more 
complicated. Data is dynamically moved between 
HDD and SSD storage by an automatic process, using 
algorithms that predict the need for such moves. The SSD 
tier holds the only copy of the data in a system and uses 
a RAID-like data protection scheme. The overhead this 
creates impacts both performance and capacity, because it 
requires extra SSD—adding to tiering’s complexity  
(see Figure 2 )

USING DRAM TO BOOST WRITE PERFORMANCE,  
SSD DURABILITY

A well-known issue with SSD storage solutions concerns 
their limited write-cycle durability; this is particularly 
concerning in naturally write-intensive environments like 
backup. Furthermore, some flash memory gets slower 
as the number of writes increases (experiencing as much 
as a 99 percent slowdown after 1x capacity writes). To 
overcome these SSD limitations requires an innovative 
approach to how the hybrid storage solution handles data 
writes.

The key is the system’s efficiency in de-staging data from 
the write cache to the spinning HDD, and the choice of 
solid-state media used for that cache. The ideal method 
writes data to a fault-tolerant, DRAM-based write cache 
where the writes are acknowledged to the application as 
soon as they land in the cache. Then the cache aggregates 
the writes and de-stages them sequentially to HDD 
storage.

Leveraging DRAM’s superior speed and its ability to 
support an unlimited number of write cycles, this approach 
ensures the highest possible write performance while 
eliminating the wear-out issues and write penalties that are 
encountered when using SSD for write caching.
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Beyond Performance: 
UNIFIED SAN AND NAS STORAGE

While faster transfer rates and more IOPS are an obvious 
measure of a backup storage solution’s effectiveness, 
performance is only one element of a hybrid system’s 
value proposition. Flexibility and manageability also play 
key roles in determining a hybrid solution’s efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness.

There once was a time when SANs (block storage) were 
used exclusively to support transactional, structured data 
driven by database applications—often the core of an 
organization’s business; NAS (file storage) was associated 
with user home directories and office productivity 
applications. But now even the most critical databases are 
being run on NAS devices. Server virtualization has further 
raised the profile of file storage, with applications like 
VMware storing and manipulating entire server instances 
as individual files.

Indeed, the amount of unstructured data (files, images, 
videos, audio, etc.) being created today vastly exceeds that 
of structured data, which helps to explain IDC’s estimate of 
strong growth in NAS storage for data protection solutions 
(see Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3 
IDC STRUCTURED VERSUS 
UNSTRUCTURED DATA

Clearly, block and file data types are now both driving 
the fundamental storage requirements of virtually every 
IT infrastructure, and the ability to support SAN and NAS 
in a single unified hybrid backup solution pays multiple 
dividends:

■■ Greater consolidation

■■ Easier management

■■ Higher capacity utilization

■■ Lower CAPEX and OPEX

■■ Future-proof expansion

The bottom line? Hybrid technology is leading a new era 
of backup performance, and when allied with unified 
storage architecture, can provide unprecedented levels of 
efficiency, manageability and cost-effectiveness to data 
protection.
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Nexsan NST:  
MODERN HYBRID BACKUP STORAGE  
STARTS HERE 

With data quantities expanding at an astounding pace—and 
no sign of that trend diminishing—the need for higher-
performance backup solutions has never been more 
apparent. But speed alone won’t cut it; given today’s 
relentless pressure to do more with less, IT professionals 
know that a one-trick pony is just not enough. They need 
well-rounded hybrid backup solutions that complement 
their blazing performance with similarly impressive 
flexibility, manageability and scalability.

And that is precisely what the Nexsan NST family of 
enterprise-class backup storage solutions offers. 
Purpose-built to fully exploit the advantages 
of hybrid architecture, their FASTier™ 
acceleration technology uses solid-state 
devices and hard disk drives to break 
through the barriers of traditional 
spinning disk storage. The resulting 
performance, cost and capacity 
benefits are far beyond those offered 
by alternative caching architectures and 
flash-only storage systems.

Furthermore, NST’s unified approach to storage 
enables organizations to deploy both file and 
block storage services without increasing storage 
administration overhead; it gives IT professionals 
the flexibility to manage all protocols, pools, LUNs and 
shares in a single system. Specifically designed to 
accommodate massive data growth, NST also provides the 
ability to scale up capacity, non-disruptively and with no 
impact on performance (see Figure 4).

FASTier™ 
Technical Highlights

Flexibility

FASTier can be applied to specific volumes or 
pools that will benefit the most from caching.

NestOS Intelligent Caching

NestOS intelligently optimizes storage architec-
ture and resources, using predictive algorithms 
to proactively copy data to cache for fast I/O; 
provides increased read performance.

Write Back Caching

Writes are acknowledged to the application as 
soon as they land in the FASTier write cache 
(prior to being committed to HDD) for highest 
possible, fault-tolerant write performance; pro-
vides maximum write cache performance and 
read performance gains.

Fault-tolerant Write Journal

Mirrored write journal uses either NVRAM or 
battery-backed DRAM for robust data protec-
tion.

Write Optimization

FASTier write cache aggregates writes and 
de-stages them sequentially to the disk storage 
for greater performance and efficiency; pro-
vides increased write performance.
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FIGURE 4 
NST COMBINES SINGLE 
SYSTEM DATA PROTECTION 
WITH PERFORMANCE AND 
SCALABILITY
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Storage Will Double Administrator  
Productivity

By 2016, storage system functional enhance-
ments will double storage administrator pro-
ductivity on a petabytes-per-full-time-equivalent 
basis.
Gartner, May 2013, Market Share Analysis: Attached Storage and Unified Storage, 
Worldwide, 2012.

Paucity of Protection

In 2013, while about 40 percent of the informa-
tion in the digital universe required some type 
of data protection, less than 20 percent of the 
digital universe actually had these protections.
IDC, The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and the Increasing Value of 
the Internet of Things, April 2014.

Massive Data Growth Projected

From 2013 to 2020, the digital universe will 
grow by a factor of 10 – from 4.4 trillion giga-
bytes to 44 trillion. It more than doubles every 
two years.
IDC, The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and the Increasing Value of 
the Internet of Things, April 2014.

NST Hybrid Backup Storage:  
SMART, EFFICIENT AND SCALABLE

SMART:
■■ FASTier™ flexible hybrid caching removes storage 
bottlenecks by providing high performance where 
it’s needed.

■■ NestOS software intelligently optimizes hybrid 
storage architecture and resources; includes 
integrated data management, business continuity, 
and data protection features and services.

EFFICIENT:
■■ Provides both file sharing (NAS) and block (SAN) 
services with no additional licenses, managed via a 
single-pane-of-glass interface.

■■ Supports FC, NFS, iSCSI, CIFS, SMB, and FTP in a 
single software stack.

■■ Enables IT professionals to choose the connectivity 
protocol that makes the most sense for each 
situation.

SCALABLE:
■■ Provides linear, non-disruptive scaling of storage 
capacity up to 5 petabytes (PB) in a single system.

■■ Paired with Nexsan E-Series storage array, enables 
scale out offload of RAID calculations, rebuilds, and 
surface scans to E-Series controllers.

■■ Ensures flexibility to select storage media based on 
application needs.
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CONCLUSION

Given the intense budgetary constraints that confront 
today’s IT departments, the temptation to try and make 
do with existing data protection solutions is certainly 
understandable. But relentless data expansion and ongoing 
pressure to shrink backup windows are conspiring to 
render backup system upgrades mandatory rather than 
discretionary. Fortunately, new hybrid storage products are 
bringing high-performance backup systems within fiscal 
reach of many organizations.

Nexsan NST backup solutions deliver the remarkable 
performance that hybrid architecture promises—in short, 
the benefits of solid-state at the price of spinning disk. 
But they also provide much more: unified block and file 
storage in a single system, intuitive single-pane-of-glass 
management, non-disruptive scaling to massive capacities, 
and many other benefits. Engineered to offer organizations 
blazing performance combined with unrivaled flexibility and 
cost-effectiveness, Nexsan NST hybrid solutions do indeed 
rewrite the rules for backup storage.

Disk-Based Data Protection Revenues 
Growing

IDC projects that nearly 25 percent of the total 
revenue in the worldwide disk system market 
will be used for disk-based data protection and 
recovery.
IDC Worldwide Disk-Based Data Protection and Recovery 2014-2018  
Forecast July 2014

Data Protection Capacity to Mushroom

IDC expects capacity growth for disk- based 
data protection and recovery hardware will in-
crease by a 24.7 percent CAGR; 19.9EB; Close 
of 2018
IDC Worldwide Disk-Based Data Protection and Recovery 2014-2018  
Forecast July 2014

Source: IDC Worldwide Hybrid External Storage System 2013-17 Forecast, Dec. 2013
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ABOUT IMATION

Imation is a global data storage and information security 
company. Imation’s Nexsan portfolio features solid-
state optimized unified hybrid storage systems, secure 
automated archive solutions and high-density enterprise 
storage arrays. Nexsan solutions are ideal for mission-
critical IT applications such as virtualization, cloud, 
databases, and collaboration; and energy efficient, high-
density storage for backup and archiving. There are more 
than 11,000 customers of Nexsan solutions worldwide 
with more than 33,000 systems deployed since 1999. 
Nexsan systems are delivered through a worldwide 
network of cloud service providers, value-added resellers 
and solutions integrators. 

For more information, visit www.imation.com/nexsan.

866.463.9726 

Outside of North America  
805.418.2700


